Abstract. In the first part of this paper we prove the following extension theorem.
the proof in [3] plus simple curvature arguments. It should be remarked that Griffiths' equidimensional theorem is the most important for the applications, for example, to Picard-type problems in several complex variables.
In the second section we give a simplified proof of a fundamental Nevanlinna estimate of Kodaira. Kodaira's estimate deals with holomorphic mappings of the n-ball of radius R in Cn into Wn, where Wn is a complex manifold of general type (see §2 for definitions). A consequence of this estimate is that if/: Bn(R) -> Wn is normalized so that/(0)=/?0 and |J/(0)| = 1, then there is an absolute constant Fmax(n, p0) such that R S /?max. This is a generalization of the classical SchottkyLandau theorem.
In the third section we apply the theorems of Griffiths and Kodaira to prove the following generalization of the little Picard theorem:
Theorem B. Let f: Cn -> Pn-V be holomorphic, and suppose that V is a hypersurface of degree d^n + 3 whose singularities are locally normal crossings. Then f is totally degenerate.
Thus, if n=l, this says that/: C^Pi-{0, 1, a, oo} is constant, a crude version of Picard's theorem. Two interesting special cases of the above theorem occur when V is smooth and when V is the union of smooth hypersurfaces Vx.Vk meeting transversely and such that no more than n components pass through any point. For example, if the V¡ are hyperplanes, we conclude that any holomorphic map of C* into Pn -(Vxu---KJ Vn+3) must be totally degenerate. This gives a partial answer to a problem of Chern, who asked the same question for n + 2 hyperplanes(3). We should remark that the more obvious generalization of Picard's theorem, namely, that/: C" -> Pn-V be constant, is false in the generality of the above theorem. In fact, we have the following instructive example of Peter Kiernan.
Example. Let Fd^Pn be the Fermât hypersurface of degree d defined by the homogenous equation z% + ■ ■ ■ + z% = 0. Set p = greatest integer in n/2. Then there is a nondegenerate holomorphic map /: C" -> Pn -Fd for any d. To see this, consider the affine equation for Fd : 1 + wx + • ■ ■ + w% = 0. We define/for n even by f(nx,..., p.p) = (p1, ej/*!, p2, e2p.2,..., p.p, epp.p) where the et are dth roots of -1. What Kiernan's example shows here is that for more refined versions of Picard's theorem one must do more than require V to have high degree.
In the fourth section we prove a version of the big Picard theorem in several complex variables under the assumption that V be smooth and have high degree. This is applied to give the following rigidity theorem:
Proposition.
Let Vx and V2 be nonsingular hypersurfaces of degree i/än + 3 in Pn. Then Pn-Vx and Pn-V2 are biholomorphic if and only if there is a projective linear automorphism ß which carries Vx onto V2. Moreover, the complex automorphism group of Pn-Vx is finite.
(3) Chern's conjecture has been answered by recent work of Mark Green.
It is my pleasure to acknowledge the many helpful conversations with Phillip Griffiths which made this work possible.
I. Intermediate volume forms and the Schwarz lemma. The aim of this section is to formulate and prove an extension theorem for holomorphic mappings of â -dimensional punctured polycylinder into an n-dimensional complex manifold, where can. The first step is to prove a generalization of the Ahlfors comparison theorem for volume elements on the unit disk. The proof is a rephrasing of the one found in [ (2) Ric (v) = ddc log h = 2i88 log n.
Thus Ric (v) is a real nonnegative (1, 1) form. If v is a pseudovolume element, we will define the Ricci form on P(R)-S>. We want to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1 (Ahlfors, Chern, Kobayashi). Let v be a pseudovolume element on Pq(R) such that Ric (v) is positive definite and Ric (v)q g c0v on P(R) -i&. Then the normalization constant a in (1) can be chosen such that v^p.R on P(R).
Proof, (i) We first recall that with respect to p.R, P is Einstein-Kähler, i.e., there is a constant cx such that (3) Ric (p.)" = cxlx.
To see this, note that the group G of complex automorphisms generated by Möbius transformations in each of the variables z¡ together with the maps z¡ -s» z¡ leaves p. invariant. Moreover, G is transitive on P, so that if (3) holds at one point x0 e P, then it holds for all xeP.
(ii) Write v = hpp.p on P(p). Thus we have h gUUip2-\zA2)2 aqp2q
We must prove hR^c for some constant c. Note that it is sufficient to prove h0^c for p < R, since hp -> hR as p -> R. For p < R, h0 is either identically zero or has a positive interior maximum. This follows from the fact that g is continuous and bounded on P(p), so that hp(w) -> 0 as w -> 8P(p). There is nothing to prove in the first case, so we assume hp has a positive maximum at xp. R\cp.p(xp) ^ RicK^o).
Using the fact that P is Einstein-Kähler together with Ric v" ä c0v, we obtain
This shows that hp(x)^hp(xp)^c1fc0 = c, as desired.
To state the next result, we recall a few standard facts about curvature. Let n be a hermitian metric in a complex vector bundle F on V, and let #(n) be the curvature form. Thus 6 is a section of Horn (F, F) <g) Fi? (g) F?, where Fv is the holomorphic tangent bundle of V. Now choose an orthonormal frame field {ea} of F near xeV and let 0£ be the curvature form of F relative to {ea}. Thus 0 is given locally by 0 = 2 WiidZi A dz, and we have 9°aij = 9°plj. Hence 6(i ® i) = 2 V W defines a quadratic form, where £eEx and 77 e FF>Jt: (see [2, p. 201] ). We say that F is negative if 0(£ <g> 17) is everywhere negative definite. Now let Vn be ndimensional, and suppose henceforth that there is a metric v on /\" Tv such that 0(^) is negative. Note that a volume form on Vq, given locally by v = i"'2+'!gdz1A ■ ■ ■ A dzq A í/zí A ■ • ■ A dzq, is naturally a metric on /\Q TV = K$. Thus we call such a v on Vn an intermediate volume form, or a q-volume.
In order to prove the Schwarz lemma for a (7-volume, we need a generalization of the Ricci form. To give this, let ~ZV be the sphere bundle in /\" Tv defined by the metric v, and let n: Sv -> Vbe the projection. Let | be the canonical section of length one of the bundle tt* /\" Tv on Sv. The generalized Ricci form of v is a real, positive definite section of tt*(Tv <8> FF) which is defined locally by
where ÖJ is the curvature form of /\" Tv relative to an orthonormal frame {e") near p e V.
Lemma 2. Let W<^ V be a complex submanifold. Hence vv restricts to give a metric vw in /\" Tw. Then zZw^lZv and Ric# (vw) ä Ric# (vv) on ¿Zw.
Proof. /V Fw is a subbundle of /\"TV\W. The usual argument (see [2, pp. 196-201] ) with the second fundamental form shows that curvature decreases in the subbundle : 9(vw)(C <g) r¡) ^ 6(vv)(Ç (g) r¡) where îe f\q TW-X and r¡ e TWx. This means that -i^ö(vVixij^l"dzi a <e> £ -i2 (Krr'KuPPdzt a ¿fy as desired.
Remarks, (i) Note that if K is n-dimensional and An ^V is negative relative to a volume element v, then both Ric (v) and Ric# (v) are positive. For example, the unit disk with Poincaré volume p. = (idz A dz)l(\-\z\2)2 has constant negative Gauss curvature -4, whereas Ric (p.) is positive. Thus negative curvature corresponds to positive Ricci form. Ric# should be thought of as the generalization of Gauss curvature needed to generalize the Ahlfors lemma.
(ii) For q=\ the above lemma reduces to the statement that if W^V is a submanifold, then the holomorphic sectional curvatures of W are no greater than the sectional curvatures of V. The proof is also the same, except that we have done things with a globally defined form which is positive.
The next lemma is a generalization of the statement that if V\s compact and has negative sectional curvatures, then the sectional curvatures are bounded away from zero.
Lemma 3. Let V be compact, and suppose that f\q Tv is negative relative to v. If è, is the canonical section of length one on tt* /\q Tv, then Ric# (vy(Ç)^oO.
Proof. Note that Ric# (v)" is a positive section of tt*(/\" F¿* <g) /\" fy*). Evaluating Ric# (v)Q on i gives a positive function on a compact manifold, from which the result follows.
We can now reinterpret the condition Ric (v)q^c0v in Lemma 1. Note that both Ric (v)q and v give metrics in K* (P' = P-2>), so that to verify the above inequality, it is enough to verify it on sections i of Kj? which have length one relative to v. Thus the Ricci condition is locally Ric (v)"(i)ä c0 for v(f)=l, or equivalently, Ric# (v)"(£) S c0 where f is the canonical section of length one. This leads to the following result. Then by a suitable choice of the normalization constant in (1), we obtain f*vv^p.R. Moreover, the choice of constant is independent off.
Proof. Let 3¡ be the locus of J(f) = 0 on P(R). Then/*>v is a pseudometric on K*iR) which is a metric on K* (P' =P -S¿¡). By Lemma 1, we must show Ric (f*vv)q = c0f*vv on P'. By the above remarks, this is equivalent to showing Ric# (f*vv)\î) c0 on Sp-, where SP is the circle bundle of K* defined by the metric/*^. Now /is locally a holomorphic diffeomorphism of P' onto f(P') which gives an isomorphism /*: f\q Tp, -»• i\q F/(P.) preserving metrics. Here f\q TnP-> is equipped with the metric v¡ gotten by restriction of vv. Therefore it is enough to prove Ric# (v,)q(£) ä c0 on S/(P0. From Lemma 2 we get Ric# (vf)($) ä Ric# (vv)($) in 7T*(F*p-) (£> T*lP.)). These are positive sections, hence Ric#(v/-)<,^Ric#(vy)',(|) in A" T*p-, <g) Aa 3/*po-Now Lemma 3 gives Ric# (vv)"(|)^ c0 everywhere, hence Ric# (v,)'(í) ä c0, as desired.
Remarks. This argument specializes to give the usual result on distancedecreasing for negative sectional curvatures when q= 1. When q = n, it specializes to Griffiths' Schwarz lemma in [3] . The proof in the general case is by interpolation.
To state the next result, suppose that V is an n-dimensional complex manifold with a metric vv in S' /\" Tv, where S'E=S'(E) denotes the /th symmetric power of the bundle F. Let/: W^-Kbe a holomorphic map, where W\s ^-dimensional. Then f*vv is a metric on S' /\" Tw which has the local form
This defines a volume form (f*vv)ltl which has the local form To apply Lemma 1 to (f*vv)111 and thus to complete the proof, we must show (a) Ric (f*vy)in is positive definite, (b)(Ric(f*Vvyil)q^c0(f*vvy». Proof of (a). Note that (a) follows if Ric (vf)111 is positive definite on f(P'), where vf = vv\siAiTnP.r Let wx,.. .,wq be local coordinates around xef(P'), and set vf = h(iq2 + qdzl A • • • A dzq)1. If £ and f are the canonical sections of the sphere bundles S(5¡ A" TV,) and S(A" T/(n), then we have Ric#(^)(l) = ddc log h = I-ddc log n1'1 = /-Rie* 0}")(f).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By Lemma 2', Ric# (vf) is positive definite, from which we conclude that Ric# (f*vv)in is positive definite.
Proof of (b). We claim that (b) follows from (c) [(R\ef*vvyY^cJ*vv.
Note that (c) holds because of Lemma 3'. Expressing (b) and (c) in local coordinates we have (b') (dd° log g1")" ê iq2 + qC<>gí,ldz1 A---Adzq,
Let ddc logg = i 2 gt,dz, A dz¡, so that (ddc log g)q = det (gij)(iq2 + qdz1 A • ■ ■ A dzq).
Hence (b') and (c') can be written as
Since Ric# (vf) is positive, we know that (gu) is a positive definite matrix. It is now clear that (b") follows from (c") with c0 = (l/l)qc1.
To state the next result, we recall that a complex vector bundle F is negative in the sense of Grauert if the zero section can be blown down to a point (see [5] ). This is equivalent to the existence of a plurisubharmonic function on F which is strictly plurisubharmonic on the complement of the zero section. A complex vector bundle F is positive in the sense of Grauert if its dual is negative in the sense of Grauert. We recall that if F is Grauert-positive then S'E has positive curvature for / sufficiently large. We can now state the following: Proposition 3. Let Vn be a compact complex manifold such that /\q T* is positive in the sense of Grauert. Letf: P* -> V be a nondegenerate holomorphic map defined on the punctured polycylinder (A*)kx Aq~k. Then f extends to a rational^) map f: PQ^ V.
Proof, (i) Because A" T* is Grauert-positive, S' /\q T* has positive curvature for some /»0 (see [5] , [2] ). By choosing /even larger, we may assume that Sl /\" T* is very ample (see [2] ). This means that V is immersed into a Grassmannian Gr (ii) To extend/: P* -» Vn to a rational map/: Pq -*• Vn, it is sufficient to extend each of the holomorphic sections f*co¡ of S1 A' T** to a rational section of C) Rational means that/has no essential singularities along zi = 0,..., zk = 0.
S' A" T*. This is because the cü¡ give local coordinates on V. We will show that /*cu¡ has at most a pole of order /-1 along z¡ = 0, i=l,..., k. Write/*cui =gi(iq2 + Qdz1A ■ ■ ■ Adzq)'. If g¡ has an essential singularity or a pole of order >N along some Z; = 0, then there is a c>0 such that, in the punctured polycylinder P*(-j) of radius \, we have |g,| >c/(zx-■ -zk)N. For if not, the Riemann extension theorem yields gi = hj(z1-■ -zk)N, where /¡¡ is holomorphic on P(-j), a contradiction. Suppose that we can prove
Then we have
Hence oe>C0nSt^73vW'^(£2"2W)fc' from which we conclude 2 -2N/l>0, or N<1.
(iii) It remains to show (*). First, we show that
Using the fact that the function x -»■ x1" is concave(5), we get which gives (l//Y)(/*(to,A«<))1"á(l/iV)1"(/%)1", and hence the claim. Now let k : P -> F* be the universal covering map. The Poincaré volume p. on P is invariant under covering transformations, so it descends to give a volume form p.p. on P*. Therefore, (f*vvyil-^p.P. on F* is equivalent to (K*f*vv)lllSp-p on P. The latter statement follows from the Schwarz lemma applied to the function/° «r. Now the volume of the concentric polycylinder F(^) is finite in the Poincaré volume, which implies that p,P.(P*(^))<cc. Therefore we conclude that Í (fiw, a a,))1" ^ MÛ1" \ (f*vvy* -n\nÍ'1 Í '*" < °°'
as desired.
Remark. Note that if /= 1, i.e. if /\" T* is very ample, then/extends as a holomorphic mapping. For q = n this is Griffiths' extension theorem for canonical algebraic varieties [3] . The proof also establishes Griffiths' theorem when Kv is positive.
Before giving the applications of this theorem, we must recall the notion of smooth compactifications of algebraic varieties (see [2] ). Let U he a smooth projective Zariski open set, i.e. U-K-W, where Kand Ware projective varieties. A smooth compactification of U is a nonsingular projective variety U' such that Í/C V is a dense open set and U'-U=D is a union of nonsingular divisors Dt with normal crossings. Thus a local analytic equation for D in U' is zx,..., zk = 0. This has the useful consequence that if F is a polycylinder in U', then U n P = ([/' -D) n P is just a punctured polycylinder (A*)"x A"-". Recall that U' is obtained from V by quadratic transformations.
Thus there is a rational holomorphic map U' i"> V which is biholomorphic on U. Smooth compactifications are not unique. Given two compactifications U', U", there is always a third one U'" with rational holomorphic maps trx: IT-* U' and n2: £/"-> U". If/: X^ Y is a rational map between algebraic varieties, then there is a subvariety B^ X along which/is indeterminate. However, we can always find a smooth compactification X' of X-B such that it: X' -> X pulls / back to an everywhere defined function, i.e. a rational holomorphic function.
As an example, we note that Pn is a smooth compactification of C", where F = Fn_! is the hyperplane at infinity. Let z0, Zu z2 be homogeneous coordinates on P2 such that £> = {z0 = 0}. Then zjz0 is holomorphic on C2 = P2-D and has a pole along D. However, zjz0 is indeterminate at [0,0, 1] (homogeneous coordinates). To remedy this, we blow up [0, 0, 1] to obtain a rational variety P2 and a holomorphic map tf. P'2 -> P2. If <? = 7r-1[0, 0, 1] is the exceptional set, then tt is biholomorphic on P'2 -S. Now zJzq extends from P'2 -S to P2 as an everywhere defined rational function/: P2 -> Px.
An immediate corollary of Proposition 3 and the above remarks is the following extension theorem. Proof. By Corollary 1,/extends to a holomorphic map/': P'q -> Vn. We know that for /»0, S' f\q T* is very ample. Therefore we can find a global section cu 6 F(Sl A3 V) such that f*o> e F(KPq) is nonzero. But F(KPq)~F(K'Pq) = {0}, a contradiction.
Remarks. (1) The extension theorem is also valid when A" T* is very ample and/: Um-> Vn has rank ä p (dim Un = m). II. The basic Kodaira estimate. We will give a modified proof of a SchottkyLandau theorem due to Kodaira [8] . To state the theorem, we recall that an algebraic manifold is of general type if Theorem (Kodaira) . Let B(R) = {z e Cn \ 2 N2 < R}, and let /: B(R) ~> V be holomorphic and nondegenerate. Suppose f is normalized such that f(0)=p and |/(/)(0)| = 1 (7) . If V is of general type, then there is a constant Fmax independent of f such that FáFmax.
In particular, this implies that there is no nondegenerate map/: Cn -> V, where V is of general type. The usefulness of Kodaira's theorem is that the numerical criterion of general type is usually much easier to compute than curvature conditions. The main point in the proof given below is that balls are used instead of polycylinders.
Conventions. We begin by establishing some conditions regarding curvature and volume forms. This will be done to avoid complicated and irrelevant constants (9) If L is very ample, take a basis s0,..., s" for the global sections, and define aa= \s°\2 + ■ ■ ■ +|s?l2-Since L is very ample, a has the form 1 + |z!|2 + |z"|2 +higher order terms. Here the zi are coordinates centered at an arbitrary point x. Then ddc log aa is positive definite at x (see [2] ). Returning to the proof, we write (5) as 1 K(t) + ^ n(t) + nx(t) = f dc log f A f"1.
We now integrate this from e to r with respect to dt/t to get m ij;,(,)á+i^,)¿+J;'"l(,)á.j;^<M^{A>-,
Since dt/t = dlog \\z\\, Fubini's theorem gives (7) Í-Í ¿Flogf A -A""1 = f ¿log |z|| A ¿/clogf A f1"1.
If a and ß are 1-forms and <A is an (n-l,n-1) form, then daAdcßA<¡> = -dca a dß A <A-Therefore i/log ||z|| A dc log f A -A""1 = i/log f A £ZC log |z|| A .A""1 = ¿(logf A dclog \\z\\ A iA"-1).
In the last step we have used the fact that <A" = 0. Hence another application of Stokes' theorem to (7) reduces (6) to f K(t) 1 + 1 í n(t) d-¡+ f nx{t) % = f log fa-f log fa. Proof of Proposition 1. The idea is to reinterpret J"s[r] log fa using concavity of the logarithm and polar coordinates. We give the proof for F#, the proof for F being essentially the same. First, log f = n log f1"1. Then concavity of the logarithm gives log f a g n log i 1/na. ' 'sir] Jslrl
The formula for polar coordinates tells us that (y^-) P t2"-^dt [ ein° = Í f1,n<*> = l^r) f Cllnßn, Now the left-hand side of (9) is nonnegative, which implies that dT# (2n-1\ 1 \ n jr2""1 dr *lIntegrating the inequality dT#\dr^(n\2n l)r2n l from 0 to r gives T#(r) (n/(2n-l)2n-1)r2n, which we write as F#(r)â/0r2n.
Proof of Proposition 2. The idea is to reinterpret the term §r0K(t)dt/t in (9) using the order function F#. It is here that the assumption that L be positive is critical. We first remark that if G is a positive semidefinite hermitian matrix, then det G1,n S trace G/n. This follows from the theorem on the geometric and arithmetic means, (A1;..., A")1"I = (A1-r-■ ■ •+An)/n applied to the eigenvalues of G. Now recall that if 9 is a positive C° (1, 1) form, we have the relation between the projective and euclidean trace (see [9, Proof of the Schottky-Landau theorem. Before giving the formal proof, we will give a heuristic argument. First, the basic estimate gives Using l'Hôpital's rule to compute lim (log S(rj)/S(rj)), we see that the right-hand side of (15) tends to zero as r¡ -> co, thus the inequality is valid only for rá Rm< oo. Q.E.D.
Proof of the precise Schottky-Landau theorem. The problem with the above "proof" is that the choice of J1 and J2 is not a priori independent of the order function F#, which certainly depends on/ The precise Schottky-Landau theorem is proved by a more precise analysis of the integrated order function S(r) = }r0T#(t)dt/t2n-1 (see [8] ). For convenience, we write 0(/-) = (r2n-1)-VF#/i/r.
Then (13) Assuming (*), inequality (16) becomes S(r) á (n/^)(log F + (2n-1) log r + 4 log S(r)).
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Dividing by S(r) and simplifying constants we get i < " / ;i A.n. nlogr 4JogJSYr)\ Using S(r)^(l0/2)r2 and log x^e~1x for x>0, the first two terms are dominated by (2l1/lQ)r-2, (2(2n-\)e-1/l0)r-\ respectively. Writing (4log S)/S = (% log Sll2)/S á8e"1/'S'1,2â8(2)1,2c"1//¿,2'", and assuming räl, the above estimate becomes n f2/t 2(2«-De-1 8(2)^-^ 1
We write this as 1 ^r0(Ar, n, PoY'1 where r0 is a constant depending only on n, k, and the point p0. Note that we have chosen foal. We conclude that // O(r) £r**-iS(r)*, thenrSr0. Now assume that r>r0. By what we have just shown, we know that one of the following must hold: As an immediate consequence we have Corollary 1. Let D^Pn be a divisor of degree d^n + 3 with good singularities.
Then any holomorphic map f. Cn -> Pn -D is totally degenerate.
The proof is somewhat more complicated than in the previous case, although the idea is the same. We begin by defining a cyclic branched cover Wn ü> Pn which is branched exactly along D. lust as before, Wn is defined by z£ + 1-fa(z0,..., zn) = 0. The technical problem is that Wn has singularities lying over the singularities of D. By means of explicit quadratic transformations we desingularize Wn to obtain an algebraic manifold W'n %. Pn. Because the singularities of Wn lie in the singular locus of D, Wñ-n'-^D)^ Wn-n-\D). Moreover, rr': W'n-n'-\D)^Pn-D is a covering map, so we get a lifting/': C-> W'n -■n'~1(D)^ W'n. If we can show that W'n is of general type, Kodaira's theorem will apply to give Theorem 1'.
The theorem is therefore proved modulo the lemma: Lemma 1. Let D^Pnbe a divisor with good singularities such that deg (D) ä n + 3. Let W'n be a desingularization of the standard d-fold cyclic cover Wn of Pn branched exactly along D. Then W'n is of general type.
To give the proof of the lemma, we review the notion of rational differential forms and the residue operator [4]. Next we discuss the resolution of singularities. Then we will be able to calculate the so-called adjoint conditions which the singularities of Wn impose upon the rational differential forms in the ambient projective space, from which the lemma will follow.
(A) The residue operator. Let Vn+1 be an (n+ l)-dimensional complex manifold, and W^ Fn+1 a nonsingular divisor. Given a rational (n+l)-form vv with a first order pole along W, we want to define a holomorphic n-form F(a>) on W. We first solve the problem locally. The global result will follow by taking sections of the appropriate sheaves. Thus we set Vn+1=Pn+1, the (n+ l)-dimensional polycylinder. On Fn+1, w = (hdz1A ■ ■ ■ Adzn+1)/fi where/is a local defining equation for W. Since W is nonsingular, we may assume by shrinking Pn+1 that one of the partial derivatives, say 8f/8zn+1, is nowhere zero on W. Then we have is the so-called exceptional set. We call p~1(W) the total transform of IF and W the proper transform. We say that V, W are obtained by blowing up V, W, respectively, along Z. The aim is to resolve the singularities of F by a sequence of such transformations. In order to perform the necessary computations, we need an explicit local description of the map/?. Therefore, letPn be a polycylindrical neighborhood of a point x e V such that Pnc\Z is defined by z± = 0,..., zk = 0 where k = codim Z. Thenp~1(Pn) = P'n is defined as a subvariety of PnxPk_1 as follows. Let w1,...,wk be homogeneous coordinates on Pk-X. Then P'n = {(zu ..., zn, wx,..., wk) \ wtZj = WjZj, l^i,JSk}. Since this notation is somewhat disgusting and cumbersome, we usually write
Example. Consider the variety defined by/=z2+z| = 0 in F3. We perform a quadratic transformation (blowing up) centered along {z^O} n{z2 = 0}. One of the projection maps is given by p(-qx, r¡2, t?3) = (i71, r)X-q2, r¡3). The total transform is f° P = yî+7lî7ll=7ll(i +ví)-The smooth variety 1+ti| = 0 is the proper transform, and t?i = 0 is the exceptional set.
(D) Calculation of the adjoint conditions. The problem now is to find a W'sPñ + i which desingularizes W, and from this to calculate Kw.. The residue operator gives sections of Kw-from sections of Kp'n + 1(W), so what we really need is a description of the global sections of KPti+1(W). If cu is a global section of Kpn + 1(W), then p*w has a pole along the total transform W u S. Therefore we must impose restrictions on sections of Kpn + 1(W) such thatp*w has a simple pole on W but is holomorphic elsewhere. These are the so-called adjoint conditions on W. If we look at the problem locally, what we really want is a description of the subsheaf /'*Fp;+1(IF')cA'pn+1(lF). Then every global section of/?*Fp;+1(IF') pulls back to a global section of Kpr+1(W), and this will give us what we need. The calculation of the adjoint conditions is thus reduced to an essentially local problem. Our immediate goal is to prove Lemma 2. For W as in Theorem V, PifKPntl(W') = Kpn + ,(W), i.e. no adjoint conditions are imposed.
The proof of the lemma is somewhat tedious, so we give an example to illustrate how the computations go.
Example. Let Ws.Pn+i be a hypersurface of degree d which is nonsingular except at the point x. Suppose that a local analytic equation for W at x is/=zï + • ■ • +zk+1 = Q. A rational (n+l)-form is given locally by co = (hdZl A---A dzn + 1)l(zk+---+zk+1).
Consider the quadratic transformation centered at x(Xi). p: Pn+1 -> Pn+i is given locally by n+ l projections so that p* has a pole only along W. Note that fB is smooth whereas fA is still singular. However, the ramification of fB has dropped by one. Therefore we (I5) The point is that we blow up along an algebraic subvariety of codimension 2 in Pn + \-To determine the effect of this globally defined transformation, it is enough to see what happens locally at each point. At each stage of the resolution, the computation of the adjoint conditions is the same as above. Moreover, each transform on the second row is a nonsingular piece, whereas the last piece on the first row is nonsingular, so the process terminates with a variety Wd having no singularities lying above {z1 = 0} n {zn+1 = 0} in the original W. Applying the same process to the finite number of components in the singular locus yields Lemma 2 in the special case. To show that gK has no base points, we must show that there is a section <A e F(KW.) such that <A(.t)^0, where xe IF is arbitrary. We first let x be a simple point of W. Now the singularities of W are of codimension two, so that we can find a homogeneous polynomial F0 of degree d-(n + 2) such that P0(x)^0. Let w0 = (P0dz1 A • • • A dzn + 1)/Q be the corresponding rational differential form. Since no adjoint conditions are imposed, R(tt*u>0) gives a holomorphic «-form on W which does not vanish at x. (Recall that outside the exceptional set (f, the divisor of R(tt*w0) isjust7r_1(P0 = 0).) Therefore gK has no base points lying above simple points of W. Now suppose that x e W is a singular point. We can perform the same construction, but in general R(tt*w0) may vanish on tt~1(x). In our case, however, this does not happen. Referring to the calculation of the adjoint conditions, we see that TT*(hdzx A ■ ■ ■ A dzn+x)lf = (h o -ndzy A • • • A dzn+1)lf\ where /" is the proper transform of the local defining equation / Therefore, no new zeros are introduced by 7r*. Hence F(7r*cu0)7¿0 on tt~1(x), and so gK is without base points.
(16) By this we mean that gK is everywhere defined. If for all xe W there is a section <i> s T(KW.) such that <¡>(X)^0, then gK has no base points.
shows thatg' = g(W) = 2. By lifting/from^5 -x to <^i-{y1,y2} and then to Wx and then applying Griffiths' theorem to VV, we see that/must be constant. Remark. Using the same trick for "multiplying the Chern class of FF' we may show that if A is an abelian variety and F is a smooth divisor such that the intersection number (D")>0, then any holomorphic map /: Cn -> A -D is totally degenerate.
(3) We can prove the following generalization of the big Picard theorem:
Proposition. Let V be a nonsingular hypersurface of degree d^n + 3 in Pn. Let f be a nondegenerate holomorphic map /: A* x A" ~1 -> Pn -V. Then f extends to a holomorphic map f: An -* Pn. A"^ VV. This implies (by commutativity of the diagram) that/is locally bounded. Thus/extends to/by the Riemann extension theorem.
Remark. The classical big Picard theorem can also be proved by these methods. In the argument above we let IF be the five-sheeted cyclic cover constructed in (1). Since Kw is very ample, we know that the lifting of/: A*->P1 -{0, 1, oo} to /': A* -> VV extends as a rational map. Now for one complex variable, there are no points of indeterminacy, so/' is holomorphic. The argument now proceeds as before.
The above theorem has several useful corollaries. Proof. Immediate, using the above proposition. Any smooth compactification works because the local extensions are holomorphic, so we do not have to worry about points of indeterminacy.
Corollary
2. Let Vx, V2 be two smooth hypersurfaces of degree d^n + 3 in
Pn. Then Pn-Vx is biholomorphic to Pn-V2 if and only if there is a projective linear automorphism of Pn which carries Vx onto V2.
